RAJASTHAN STATE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT CORPORATION LTD., UDYOG BHAWAN, TILAK MARG, JAIPUR.

No./SE(P)/2016-17/D. */27
Date: 01.07.2016

CIRCULAR

It has been observed that while making payment to contractors, against the work of operation and maintenance of street lights in various industrial areas, uniform procedure is not being adopted by all unit offices.

It is therefore clarified that payment should be made only for exact number of lights which are regularly functioning and deduction for number of lights which are not functioning in the industrial area should be made at one time of the rate (accordingly, deduction for lights which are not functioning becomes two times of the rate from total payment due for total number of lights whose operation and maintenance was awarded to the contractor).

It is further enjoined upon all unit heads that condition with regard to deduction of payment for non-functioning lights shall be incorporated in term & conditions of tender document with full clarity as above, so as to avoid any complications in future.

Unit heads are directed to make strict compliance of the above.

This bears the approval of Managing Director.

(Ajay Kumar)
SE (Power)
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